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HIS WEEK’S ANALYSIS:
ews of the World - Tyranny on the Rise
ero Compensation for Covid Vaccine Injury
ore Abortion Fallout

he Hypocrisy in War-Crimes Prosecution
ews Shorts
reparedness Tip: Goats for the Homestead

hings are getting worse everywhere—not just
ere in the USA. I say that because the US has
ow joined the rest of the world with double-
igit inflation, and although all nations fudge the
umbers to fool people into thinking it’s not as
ad as it is, inflation is a serious factor for any
conomy and has ruined whole countries. We
ave not yet reached this level in the US, because
here are so many other levers of manipulation
vailable to the financial Powers that Be, but in
hird world countries the effect is much more
ramatic because they are limited in how many
axes they can wring out of their population.

yranny is growing at an even pace with
nflation. Even though Covid is disappearing, the
mergency powers which the false pandemic
pawned are ready to be employed again at the
east provocation and tamp down on personal
iberty. Nations around the world are turning
ore tyrannical and restrictive against all forms

f personal liberties. Here are some examples.

hina:
olitical liberty in Hong Kong has now been
lmost totally crushed. The Chinese Communist
arty has now eliminated all the vestiges of
ritish law that made Hong Kong an open city to

he West. Key western legal traditions such as
ue process are now only symbolic as the
ommunists control all the levers of power in the
ity-state. The BBC reports that Hong Kong has
ow joined China as a one-party state.

John Lee has been named Hong Kong's new
leader, after a closed voting process in which
he was the sole candidate. His appointment is
being widely seen as a move by the Chinese
government to tighten its grip on the city.
Known as a staunch Beijing supporter, Mr
Lee oversaw the sometimes violent
crackdowns on pro-democracy protestors in
2019.

Hong Kong's leaders are selected by a
closed-circle committee of around 1,500
members, who are nearly all pro-Beijing
loyalists - although this time there was only
one contender for them to elect.

Hong Kong is rapidly losing the press freedom it
once had. The International Federation of
Journalists listed all of the internet censorship
rules now in place there and then remarks:

In place of that once open city, Beijing and
its handpicked leaders in Hong Kong are
constructing a city of fear, where open
discussion is stifled, where individual
journalists and press groups are cowed into
censoring themselves and toeing the line, and
where a draconian National Security Law
can be wielded against anyone who publicly
challenges the official narrative. In other
words, they are turning Hong Kong into just
another mainland Chinese city.

Meanwhile the lockdown in Shanghai continues
with only a limited relaxation to allow people to
go outside their homes to seek food. I got an
email from a desperate European who went to
Shanghai for a visit and got caught in the
lockdown, with no hope in sight for release. He
is desiring my consultation services, but if he
can’t leave China, that may be rather futile.
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https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-china-61345463
https://www.ifj.org/fileadmin/user_upload/IFJ_China_Report_-_Lights_Out_-_February_2022.pdf
https://www.ifj.org/fileadmin/user_upload/IFJ_China_Report_-_Lights_Out_-_February_2022.pdf
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That’s why I won’t travel outside the US
anymore—not only because of the threat of
sudden lockdowns, but the potential requirement
to be vaccinated to get back into the States
(currently they still allow citizens to show a
negative Covid test, but the tests don’t really test
for Covid).

China recently got into a row this week with the
WHO where China’s hand-picked head,
Director-General Tedros, was joined by Mike
Ryan, the WHO’s emergencies chief, to declare
that all pandemic control actions should “show
due respect to individual and human rights.”

Countries need to “balance the control
measures, the impact on society, the impact
on the economy. That is not always an easy
calibration to make,” Ryan said. The incident
marked a rare public show of friction
between China and the WHO, which has
been accused of succumbing to Chinese
pressure to avoid criticism and awkward
questions about the origins of the virus that
was first detected in the central Chinese city
of Wuhan in late 2019. [AP News]

The WHO’s comments didn’t sit well with
Chinese leaders who immediately came out
justifying their “zero-tolerance” Covid policy
that is responsible for these draconian lockdown
that have resulted in a steady stream of suicides
as starving people have been leaping to their
deaths out of high rise apartments. Typical of the
Chinese Communists, rather than recognize they
have severe problems with denying people basic
human rights during a lockdown, they brag about
how they know more than anyone in the world
about controlling a pandemic (despite having
started it).

Beijing itself is now facing a rise in Covid
hospitalization and may be forced into a broader

lockdown if China decides to apply its irrational
logic to all big cities:

Downtown Beijing goes quiet as zero-Covid
policy smothers capital. Millions of people in
Beijing stayed home on Monday (May 9) as
China's capital tries to fend off a Covid-19
outbreak with creeping restrictions on
movement. Beijing residents fear they may
soon find themselves in the grip of the same
draconian measures that have trapped most
of Shanghai's 25 million people at home for
several weeks. [Straits Times]

But there are rumors of high discontent in China,
even among party leaders, over these irrational
zero-Covid policies. Bill Gertz of the
Washington Times wrote this week:

Rumors circulating in China and among
overseas Chinese social media are claiming
Chinese President Xi Jinping, under fire for
draconian COVID-19 lockdowns in Shanghai
and elsewhere, will step down from power.

A Chinese blogger, Lao Deng, cited what he
said was a senior Chinese Communist Party
(CCP) security source, said a “coup” was
launched against Mr. Xi at the meeting of
senior party leaders in Beijing. According to
blog, Mr. Xi was forced to step aside but will
stay in place until a major party meeting
later this year. In his place, current Premier
Li Keqiang will take over daily management
of the party and government.

We will see what happens. Not all analysts,
including myself, agree that Xi will step down
since he has declared himself president for life.
Martin Armstrong went off the wall again this
week claiming China is no more communist than
the US, simply because it allows some private
entities to own businesses. He doesn’t understand
strategic deception:

https://apnews.com/article/covid-health-beijing-shanghai-49892acf808dec2af0bfe3fb9688e20e
https://www.straitstimes.com/asia/east-asia/downtown-beijing-goes-quiet-as-zero-covid-policy-smothers-capital
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/may/11/xi-jinping-step-down-rumors-suggest-amid-harsh-chi/
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/may/11/xi-jinping-step-down-rumors-suggest-amid-harsh-chi/
https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/armstrongeconomics101/economics/is-china-really-still-communist/
https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/armstrongeconomics101/economics/is-china-really-still-communist/
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Communist means the government owns
everything. There is private ownership and
stock markets, which do not exist in
communism. The government continues to
call itself the CCP.

However, in reality, they are no more
Communist than the United States. There are
many rich Chinese buying art, real estate,
and even ancient coins. Communism
collapsed in 1989, they just did not want to
change the name of the government, for that
would be admitting Mao’s ideas were wrong.

No, Martin, the “fall of the Soviet Union” in
1989 was only in Russia, not China, and even it
was a carefully crafted deception. For that
matter, so was China’s liberalization moves to
gain US aid and trade, which they have used to
build themselves the world’s largest military
machine, aimed at Taiwan and later at the West.
It is silly to apply a rigid definition of
Communism as requiring “complete ownership
of property.” That Marist “ideal” was always an
error, and Communists have long since
abandoned that extreme position as impractical
to their larger goals.

All Communist countries eventually have to
allow for some private enterprise in order to
survive. That doesn’t mean they are no longer
Communist. Communism at its core is a
powerful form of military control, and hostility
toward God and liberty. That control can take
many forms including allowing a modicum of
freedom, or feigning moderation, when it suits
their strategic purposes.

Russia:
Meanwhile, health rumors are surfacing in
Russia about Putin, ranging from cancer to
Parkinson’s disease, or both. He doesn’t look
well. Here are the latest rumors. Putin has also

declared himself president for life, thus the
comparison with strongmen Mao and Stalin are
apt.

The highly touted May 9th victory parade over
Nazi Germany in Red Square turned out to be a
major media and propaganda show for Putin. As
Newsweek reported, Russian state media
proclaimed the parade as a massive show of
support for the Commander in Chief and his vow
to rid neighbors of the “Nazi threat.”

Vladimir Solovyov told viewers, "It was such
an unequivocal expression of the people's
position, that the Nazi scum, wherever it
rears its head needs to be crushed," Solovyov
added, referring to the Russia's repeated
justification for its invasion of Ukraine to
"denazify" its neighbor, which is rejected
globally. He says the huge Victory Day
turnout was "such a mandate" for Putin that
he can count on Russians' full support if he
shifts the "special military operation" up to a
"turbo military operation" "The people are
ready!"

Solovyov rejected speculation that Putin
might declare martial law and said there was
no need for the widespread mobilization of
the population." There is an incredible
number of volunteers, they just need to be
told where to turn up," he said. "The people
are ready, if we simply call on our
volunteers."

If so, then why is Russia using conscripts and
foreign troops in Ukraine? This kind of bravado
and bluster is typical of Communist propaganda
to bolster the appearance of support. Putin also
issued more threats to the West as Finland
moved closer to joining NATO. MSN.com wrote
that,

https://newlinesmag.com/reportage/is-putin-sick-or-are-we-meant-to-think-he-is/
https://www.newsweek.com/russia-ukraine-putin-solovyov-invasion-objective-people-ready-1705895
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/russia-said-finland-joining-nato-is-definitely-a-threat-and-warned-it-would-retaliate-as-t
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“Russia said Finland joining NATO is
'definitely' a threat and warned it would
retaliate as the country moves ever closer to
membership.”

One of the most pernicious propaganda themes
today is that all the Left’s enemies have to be
Nazis! Cathy Young comments on Russia’s
various “Victory Day” parades and points out
how false this Russian narrative is:

To make it worse, the Russian celebration of
the 1945 victory over Nazi Germany—
repurposed this year as cheerleading for war
against Ukraine—came right on the heels of
a particularly ugly controversy sparked by
the Kremlin’s ongoing, self-serving
redefinition of Nazism and rewriting of
World War II history. As this latest episode
makes clear, the Kremlin propaganda
narrative not only labels any adversary of the
Russian imperial project as “Nazi” but
minimizes actual Nazi anti-Semitism and the
Holocaust. In this sense, it is a bizarre
revival of the Soviet tradition of Jewish
erasure from World War II discourse—only
much more strident and unabashed.

The row began on May 1 when, in an
interview with an Italian news channel,
Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov
responded to a standard question—How can
you talk about “denazifying” a country
whose president, Volodymyr Zelensky, is
Jewish?

And then, on the same day, an utterly surreal
defense of Lavrov’s remarks came from the
nightly TV show Evening with Vladimir
Solovyov on state-owned Rossiya-1, a hugely
popular program widely seen as channeling
the Kremlin line and having a special
connection to Putin. (Solovyov, the 58-year-
old host, has received multiple decorations

from Putin and has been granted a number of
exclusive interviews.)

The relevant segment, featuring political
scientist Elena Ponomareva—whose résumé
tells us that she hates color revolutions and
loves Serbian war criminals—unfolded as
follows. After Lavrov's hideous antisemitic
Nazi remarks, for which Putin had to
apologize to Israel, new directives apparently
landed at the state TV studios. Now they
claim that Nazism doesn't have to be
antisemitic and in its new iteration it is
[drumroll] anti-Slavic and anti-Russian.

So now in Russia, anything that can be perceived
as anti-slavic or anti-Russian is to be labeled
“Nazi.” But with expansive flinging of the word
“Nazi” as justification for invading Ukraine,
things are still not going well there as the much
larger Russian offensive in eastern Ukraine is
also stalled, and even losing some ground, as the
Institute for the Study of War reported with these
key updates:

The Ukrainian counteroffensive in northern
Kharkiv took further ground and have
possibly closed to within 10km of the Russian
border.

Belarusian authorities are escalating
rhetoric accusing NATO and the US of
threatening Belarusian borders, but Belarus
remains unlikely to join the war.

Russian operations around Izyum remain
stalled.

DNR and Russian forces are advancing
efforts to consolidate their control of the
ruins of Mariupol, including reportedly
attempting to reopen steel plants to produce
military equipment.

https://www.thebulwark.com/sick-russian-propagandists-try-to-redefine-nazi-and-anti-semitism/
https://www.understandingwar.org/backgrounder/russian-offensive-campaign-assessment-may-10
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Russian forces in eastern Ukraine continued
attempts to encircle the Severodonetsk area
and reportedly reached the Donetsk-Luhansk
administrative border from Popasna.

Russian and Ukrainian forces did not
conduct any significant attacks on the
southern axis.

Avril Haines, the US Director of National
Intelligence made these points to Congress this
week. I usually take US intel briefings with a
grain of salt, but some of these are true:

Putin will not end the war with the Donbas
campaign. The decision to concentrate
Russian forces in the eastern Donbas region
is “only a temporary shift” after the failure
to capture Kyiv. [While clearly this is Putin’s
intent, I don’t think he will try and take the
rest of the country at this time.]

Putin is determined to build a land bridge to
Russian-controlled territory in Moldova [by
conquering all of the southern strip of
Ukraine bordering the Black Sea, blocking
Ukraine’s access to the Sea for exports].

Russian forces intend to win territory across
the Black Sea coast, in part to secure water
resources for Crimea. [True, along with land
access to Crimea.]

Putin is settling in for a long conflict. “Putin
most likely also judges that Russia has a
greater ability and willingness to endure
challenges than his adversaries, and he is
probably counting on US and EU resolve to
weaken as food shortages, inflation and
energy prices get worse.” [doubtful, because
the Western globalists have reasons for
seeing Russia embarrassed in Ukraine]

Russian forces are not large or strong
enough to capture and hold this territory
without a general mobilization of troops and
resources. [True, and that would be very
unpopular in Russia.]

“The current trend increases the likelihood
that President Putin will turn to more drastic
means, including imposing martial law,
reorienting industrial production, or
potentially escalatory military options to free
up the resources needed to achieve his
objectives.” [I don’t think he’d go to martial
law in Russia unless he was going to once
again expand the war in Ukraine back to the
original objective—which is very unlikely
given the nature of Western lethal military
aid to Ukraine.]

The IC doesn’t assess that Putin is prepared
to use nuclear weapons. Putin uses nuclear
“rhetoric” to scare the West, she said. [I
agree.]

Meanwhile, the US continues to back Ukraine’s
defense. Biden signed into law the Ukraine
Democracy Defense Lend-Lease Act of 2022 and
the House passed a $40 billion military and
humanitarian aid package for Ukraine. Lots of
secret equipment will get transferred under these
various excuses.

It was reported that Ukraine was cutting off the
supply of natural gas from Russia to the EU to
keep Russia from getting the funds to finance the
war. But in reality it was only cutting off one
compressor station in eastern Ukraine and
reconnecting to another pipeline from Russia.
[AP News reported in this story.]

But Robert Zubrin complains that German
purchases of Russian natural gas are funding the
war:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vL8kouI2WHQ
https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-zelenskyy-kyiv-europe-d38703c060c6b066f2bd9012d147c6e1
https://www.kyivpost.com/article/opinion/op-ed/how-germany-finances-putins-war-machine-and-why-this-has-to-be-stopped.html
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Through its natural gas purchases, Germany
is currently funding Russia at a rate of $160
million per day, or $58 billion per year, a
sum almost equal to the aggressor’s entire
$64 billion annual military budget. Germany
is not only funding Russia’s war on Ukraine,
but all its military expenditure, including the
forces it maintains to menace the Baltic
States, those it is using to commit genocide in
Syria, and its escalating nuclear weapon and
hypersonic missile programs with which it is
currently threatening the world.

South Korea:
A newly elected “cockeyed optimist” took office
this week in South Korea still dreaming of
“peace” with the North by promising to build up
NK’s economy if they give up nuclear weapons.
This has been a failed program for decades, but
S. Korean (and US) politicians won’t ever learn.
They will do anything to avoid war, and that only
guarantees it will come as Kim Jong Un views all
accommodation as weakness—just has he fooled
Donald Trump into taking a weak stand.

Josh Rogan correctly wrote that Trump’s
intentions in S. Korea were even more stupid
than we thought, as he sought to please his newly
found “friend” in Kim Jong Un. He pushed for
complete withdrawal of US troops, which would
have pleased Kim to no end.

Trump brought up the complete withdrawal
of US forces from South Korea several times
during Esper’s 15-month stint as defense
secretary, Esper told me in an interview. The
consequences of such a move, Esper argued
to Trump, would be disastrous, including
losing the ability to deter North Korea. The
move would also surely be welcomed by
China, which has long sought to push the US
military out of Asia... Esper was shocked,
knowing that this could be interpreted by the
North Koreans (wrongly) as a prelude to an

attack, which could prompt North Korea to
strike first. Even if that didn’t happen, the
news would likely cause panic in the region
and tank South Korean markets.

More importantly for globalist purposes, having
US troops in Korea guarantees that when NK
attacks the US will have to respond militarily,
which will become a trigger event for WWIII.

Philippines:
In a dramatic rejection of the leftist and pro-
China policies of President Duterte, Ferdinand
Marcos Jr. won election with more than 31
million votes in one of the strongest mandates for
a Philippine president in decades. He will be a
compromise between his father Ferdinand
Marcos and his running mate’s father, Rodrigo
Duterte. The leftist AP News wrote,

The election outcome was an astonishing
reversal of the army-backed but largely
peaceful “People Power” uprising that
ousted Marcos’s father in 1986—a
democratic triumph in an Asian region
considered a human rights hotspot where
authoritarian regimes flourish. … Marcos Jr.
has steadfastly defended his father’s legacy
and refused to apologize for the massive
human rights violations and plunder under
his rule.

The left always complains about “right-wing”
human rights violations (amplified) but is nearly
silent when even worse violations happen in
China or Africa where political opposition means
death or concentration camps.

Latin America:
Long a favorite retirement destination for
Americans wanting to live “south of the border”
on the cheap, Latin America is quickly going
back to its far-left socialist tendencies. The result
has always been restrictive economies and high

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2022/05/10/mark-esper-trump-reckless-north-korea-south-korea/
https://apnews.com/article/sports-boxing-elections-presidential-election-2020-ac84e36e1f1efbb1a96d37edff9217da
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inflation. The following major Latin American
countries have gone back to the far Left or have
become outright Communist: Cuba, Venezuela,
Bolivia, Nicaragua, Ecuador, Chile, Uruguay,
and Argentina.

Here are the understated inflation rates of the
major Latin American economies: The true rates
of inflation are 30-50% higher, just like the
understated CPI in the USA.

Argentina: 55 percent
Bolivia: 0.77 percent
Brazil: 11.3 percent
Chile: 9.4 percent
Colombia: 8.5 percent
Ecuador: 2.6 percent
Mexico: 7.4 percent
Peru: 6.8 percent
Uruguay: 9.4 percent
Venezuela: 284.4 percent

Bolivia and Ecuador are the only two Leftist
anomalies to inflation in the bunch, but their low
rates of inflation are only temporary. They have
had bouts of high inflation before and it will
return again. All socialist countries that don’t
have a huge largess in oil revenue have to inflate
the currency to pay for all the social benefits
promised.

And therein lies the three-fold problem of
seeking a safe haven in Latin America:

1) The local people are used to governments with
little constitutional restraint. Laws and edicts can
change in a moment and there is little recourse to
fight bad law. The radical Covid reactions in
Latin America were telling. In several countries,
you couldn’t even leave the country during a
lockdown which started within days of the hyped
up pandemic.

2) No Latin American country is on sound
economic footing. Either product exports or
tourism make up for some of the deficits from
social spending. When war comes, these nations
may not be hit with nuclear weapons, but their
economies will collapse to a subsistence level
and they, like Mexico has in the past, may
confiscate American dollar accounts in banks
and replace them with worthless government
bonds.

3) You can count in the hundreds the number of
free-market oriented people in each country in
Latin America. When you live there, you may
know a handful. I know—I’ve lived there for
several years. There are some good people, but
most of the common people have a socialist
mentality of voting for the politicians that
promise the most benefits, and someday no one
will be able to provide benefits. That’s not a
good recipe for finding support when foreigners
become resented and persona non grata.
Compare that with the multiple millions of
libertarians and conservatives in the states with a
built-in bias for freedom—a formidable future
resistance.

Even in countries that have recently had a
backlash against socialist failures, such as in
Brazil, the Left is always threatening a comeback
when the government can’t or won’t provide the
benefits they want, which corrupts the masses.

The past communist president of Brazil, Lula da
Silva, is set to make a comeback in the next
election. Da Silva was and probably is the ring-
leader of Communist revolutionaries in Latin
America. He used to hold the annual convention
of Communist revolutionaries in Sao Paolo.

Brazil’s current president, Jair Bolsonaro has
been labeled the “Donald Trump of South
America,” “far Right,” a “Nazi, or Fascist” and
worse. Bolsonaro only got elected in Brazil due

https://www.bbc.com/mundo/noticias-america-latina-61184894?at_custom1=%5Bpost+type%5D&at_campaign=64&at_custom4=8A7D8988-C870-1
https://www.bbc.com/mundo/noticias-america-latina-61184894?at_custom1=%5Bpost+type%5D&at_campaign=64&at_custom4=8A7D8988-C870-1
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to increased crime and social system failures. But
he had to find a way to get past communist
control of the bureaucracy, the election
machinery and the courts by nailing Lula for
corruption, after stacking the investigative bench
with people hostile to communism. It worked but
it won’t last, just like in Chile.

Chile this year finally shed the last vestiges of its
free-market roots brought to the nation by Milton
Freidman’s Chicago Boys who were invited to
come down to Chile at the behest of Pres.
Pinoche to enact free market reforms. It made
Chile the most envied exporter in all of Latin
America. Much of the winter fruit you eat in the
states comes from Chile.

But in the recent election, the Left got yet
another communist, Gabriel Boric, elected as
president of Chile who is determined to undo the
Pinoche free-market reforms. Here is how the
Leftist press described it (calling everyone they
oppose as either a Nazi or Fascist, or both—just
like Russia is doing):

Chile chose Sunday between two presidential
candidates offering starkly contrasting
visions for their future— a far-right fascist
and a Democratic Socialist candidate to lead
the country through constitutional changes
amid a widespread clamor for social
reform... the son of a Nazi, ultra-conservative
Jose Antonio Kast, 55, [was defeated by]
former student activist Gabriel Boric, a 35-
year-old single, tattooed millennial.

But Chileans are already having second thoughts
about Boric as crime, violence, inflation and
shortages persist. No communist or socialist has
ever solved a nation’s financial problems.

Mexico:
Despite its persistent problems with bribes,
police corruption, drug running and gang wars,

Mexico is still the most welcoming country in
Latin America. You can actually get friendly,
helpful reception at Mexican foreign embassies,
unlike other nations. Foreigners trying to escape
drastic Covid restrictions could still get to
Mexico when other nations were either locked
down or requiring dangerous vaccines.

Even though President Lopez Obrador is a
Leftist, he refused to employ a national
lockdown during the Covid scare. But, as in the
US, individual Mexican states did so, so you
have to be careful where you choose to live.
There are American ex-pat communities on the
West Coast, but they will eventually be targeted
by mobs when Americans are resented. Even
journalists are not immune from assault, as the
Washington Post wrote this week:

With the shooting deaths this week of a
camera person and a director in Veracruz
state, the number of journalists killed in
Mexico this year is now up to 11. That’s
more than in Ukraine, where the world’s
press corps is covering a war.

There are other resort towns where drug mobs
rule. The best places in Mexico are rural
agricultural towns where you have to know the
language to do well–but then, you should always
learn the language in a foreign nation. Still, the
predominance of the drug cartels in Mexico can
be a threat to you, just for being American, and
you can’t depend on the police or military to
protect you.

ZERO COMPENSATION FOR COVID
VACCINE INJURY
One of the biggest injustices related to vaccines
is the stinginess of the vaccine courts which
work for the vaccine industry, and their refusal to
(so far) accept any claims of damage against the
Covid vaccines, just as they refused to lay blame

https://www.commondreams.org/news/2021/12/19/historically-large-win-chile-votes-socialism-over-fascism
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/05/10/mexico-journalists-killed/
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from any autistic damage on other childhood
vaccines like the MMR.

As I pilot, get a lot of information from pilots
who will never fly again because their companies
forced them to take the vaccine. Fortunately, all
commercial airliners have two pilots with one
that can take over in case the other is
incapacitated because of the vaccine. Children’s
Health Defense recently told the stories of
several profession pilots who will never fly again
after taking the jab, and how their airline
companies are not helping them. Most had heart
problems, but there were also strokes and blood
clots.

Commercial pilots flying charters and freight are
also being required to take the jab, and one
recently became totally incapacitated flying a
Cessna Caravan —a turbo prop aircraft requiring
only one pilot. In what is nearly a miraculous
outcome, a non-pilot passenger was able to bring
the plane in safely for a landing at a major airport
in Florida after an Air Traffic Controller
handling the plane got an instructor familiar with
the aircraft on the radio to help talk the man into
finding all the right instruments and controls to
accomplish the landing. Someday, it’s going to
happen to another vaccinated pilot and people
will die.

Dan Wootton of the UK discusses how the
British have refused to investigate why no one in
the UK has ever received compensation for
injury from the Covid vaccines. Here in the US,
Forbes magazine discusses how zero
compensation has been given to those injured by
the Covid vaccine, so adamant is the government
in denying that there are injuries.

In fiscal year 2021, the U.S. government paid
$246.9 million in claims for vaccine-related
injuries and deaths. Not a single payout was
related to Covid-19 vaccines.

Each person with a “provable” injury from a
Covid vaccine could claim up to $379,000
from a special Covid vaccine fund set up by
the federal government. The payout for death
could be as high as $370,376. However,
according to an OpenTheBooks.com
investigation, the federal government didn’t
pay a penny for Covid-vaccine claims.

There were only 1,357 claims filed that
alleged “injuries/deaths from the Covid
vaccines,” and 53 were listed as deaths,
according to recent reporting by the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services
(HHS).

By contrast, the self-reporting Vaccine
Adverse Reporting System (VAERS) lists
16,310 deaths related to Covid vaccines. Of
these, “5,326 of the deaths occurred on Day
0, 1,or 2 following vaccination[.]”

The low number of applicants to the CICP
fund for injuries or death from the Covid
vaccine suggests that people don’t know the
special fund exists.

And doctors won’t agree with any patient who
claims they have been injured by the Covid
vaccines. Worse, no lawyers will encourage the
case because the CICP fund, unlike all other
vaccine claims, won’t pay legal fees. So, with the
cards stacked against the claimant, lawyers are
reluctant to take the case. This is partially
Trump’s fault for starting the emergency powers:

The federal government is still operating
under the “public health emergency”
declared by Trump administration HHS
Secretary Alex Azar on February 4, 2020.
This declaration created a different funding
stream for claims from adverse reactions to
vaccines.

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/pilots-injured-covid-vaccines-speak/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/pilots-injured-covid-vaccines-speak/
https://www.aol.com/news/passenger-no-idea-fly-plane-110541702.html?guccounter=1
https://www.aol.com/news/passenger-no-idea-fly-plane-110541702.html?guccounter=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=bio-hfKlpd4&t=95m32s
https://www.forbes.com/sites/adamandrzejewski/2021/11/04/feds-pay-zero-claims-for-covid-19-vaccine-injuriesdeaths/?sh=1340999b4
https://www.forbes.com/sites/adamandrzejewski/2021/11/04/feds-pay-zero-claims-for-covid-19-vaccine-injuriesdeaths/?sh=1340999b4
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And there are different and more difficult
bureaucratic hoops to jump through. So with no
financial incentive for lawyers to help out,
victims view compensation as a lost cause—if
they even know it exists. Most people are
deterred from seeking compensation knowing
that vaccine makers have blanket immunity.

For the best review of the rigged system the
Vaccine Court operates, read and archive this
powerful article from Children’s Health Defense
entitled, “The Dark Truth behind America’s
Vaccine Court.” It is a must read. It not only
covers how the court is biased in favor of vaccine
manufacturers, but how they have systematically
determined beforehand that no compensation will
be given for autism and Covid vaccine injuries,
so that the public is denied the information about
these dangerous vaccines.

Covid Shorts:
Bill Gates Says the Code in mRNA Vaccines
Can Be Updated w/out Regulators Noticing:
This is a very troubling claim where Bill Gates
says that genetic designers can simply
manipulate the RNA they inject and never tell
the regulators. That’s why vaccine makers are so
anxious to change all vaccines over to mRNA
types. Another reason to avoid all vaccines.

Millions Paid to Fauci and Collins at NIH: The
Epoch Times revealed what a nonprofit
watchdog uncovered about the millions being
paid for those who control the NIH and approve
vaccine grants.

An estimated $350 million in undisclosed
royalties were paid to the National Institutes
of Health (NIH) and hundreds of its
scientists, including the agency’s recently
departed director, Dr. Francis Collins, and
Dr. Anthony Fauci, according to a nonprofit
government watchdog.

“We draw that conclusion because, in the
first five years, there has been $134 million
that we have been able to quantify of top-line
numbers that flowed from third-party payers,
meaning pharmaceutical companies or other
payers, to NIH scientists.”

The first five years, from 2010 to 2014,
constitute 40 percent of the total, he said.

“We now know that there are 1,675 scientists
that received payments during that period, at
least one payment. In fiscal year 2014, for
instance, $36 million was paid out and that is
on average $21,100 per scientist,”
Andrzejewski said. “We also find that during
this period, leadership at NIH was involved
in receiving third-party payments. For
instance, Francis Collins, the immediate past
director of NIH, received 14 payments. Dr.
Anthony Fauci received 23 payments and his
deputy, Clifford Lane, received eight
payments.”

MORE ABORTION FALLOUT
Radical abortion activists have firebombed a pro-
life group’s office in Madison, Wisconsin with a
Molotov cocktail—a bottle filled with gasoline
with a soaked rag sticking out the top. Someone
wrote on the Wisconsin Family Action’s office
wall the ominous threat: “If abortions aren’t safe,
then you aren’t either.” [Life News]

And as most of you heard already, pro-abortion
radicals marched to the residences of Supreme
Court Justices John Roberts and Brett
Kavanaugh on Saturday night, as the Blaze.com
wrote:

Roughly 100 pro-abortion activists gathered
outside the homes of the Supreme Court
justices in Chevy Chase, Maryland. The flyer
for the demonstration called for

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/truth-americas-vaccine-court/?eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=67d524ee-2fdd-4838-b445-c
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/truth-americas-vaccine-court/?eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=67d524ee-2fdd-4838-b445-c
https://ncrenegade.com/bill-gates-says-the-code-in-mrna-vaccines-can-be-updated-w-out-regulators-noticing/
https://www.theepochtimes.com/non-profit-watchdog-uncovers-350-million-in-secret-payments-to-fauci-collins-others-at-nih_445463
https://www.theepochtimes.com/non-profit-watchdog-uncovers-350-million-in-secret-payments-to-fauci-collins-others-at-nih_445463
https://www.lifenews.com/2022/05/08/abortion-activists-bomb-pro-life-groups-office-with-molotov-cocktails/
https://www.theblaze.com/news/supreme-court-justices-abortion-protests-homes
https://www.theblaze.com/news/supreme-court-justices-abortion-protests-homes
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"reproductive freedom." In videos posted to
social media, protesters chanted, "Keep
abortion safe and legal," "You don't care if
people die," "The whole world is watching,"
"We will not go back," and "My body, my
choice." The protesters drew hangers outside
the homes of the Supreme Court justices. The
pro-abortion activists held up signs that read,
"F*** your God" and "Abortion is
healthcare."

That kind of language tells you what kind of
people we are dealing with who clearly don’t
have any feeling for the unborn victims of their
selfish choices, or the civil rights of those who
oppose abortion. As I’ve long said about a
women’s false right to an abortion: “You
exercised your choice when you chose to have
sexual relations. You don’t have the right to
destroy the separate life you create, any more
than you can drive away from a car accident you
cause.”

Justice Alito was moved by security to an
undisclosed location to keep him safe. Police
have now surrounded the Supreme Court with a
set of 9-foot-high metal barricades for protection.
Justice Clarence Thomas addressed this growing
attitude of trying to bully the Supreme Court
through violence, reports the Epoch Times,

U.S. Supreme Court Justice Clarence
Thomas defended judicial independence on
May 6, at the 11th Circuit judicial conference
in Atlanta saying that government institutions
must not allow themselves to be strong-
armed into delivering outcomes that people
demand, according to media outlets.

“We are becoming addicted to wanting
particular outcomes, not living with the
outcomes we don’t like,” he said, according
to Reuters. “We can’t be an institution that
can be bullied into giving you just the

outcomes you want. The events from earlier
this week are a symptom of that.”

Thomas also expressed concern about a
“different attitude of the young” toward
respect for institutions and the law,
suggesting that this is on the decline relative
to past generations, as cited by the media
outlet.

THE HYPOCRISY IN WAR CRIMES
PROSECUTION
Several pro-Russian conservative pundits have
decried the criticism of Putin in ordering the
destruction of whole cities like Mariupol and
causing thousands of civilian deaths because of
US and NATO war crimes in Iraq, Syria, and
Afghanistan.

The criticism is true for more reasons than the
authors know, but the West’s wrongs should not
be used to shield Putin from his or anyone’s war
crimes. Both should be prosecuted. Sadly, the
modern authors are ignorant of the massive war
crimes of the West and Russia against Hitler’s
Germany during and in the immediate aftermath
of the war:

Some people may know of the rape and pillaging
of the Russian soldiers as they entered and
occupied Germany and the other E. European
nations FDR agreed to hand over to Russian
tyranny. But little is written about the West
provocations of Hitler, and the deliberate
bombing of civilians.

British Historian David Irving was the one who
documented how it wasn’t the Germans that
started bombing civilians in London and other
population centers. In his book Churchill’s War,
Irving discovered that Hitler could not be
induced to attacking London until Churchill
attacked a German city with no military value
with bombs, killing several hundred civilians.

https://www.newswars.com/justice-alito-moved-to-undisclosed-location-as-pro-abortion-mobs-descend-on-scotus-homes/
https://www.newswars.com/justice-alito-moved-to-undisclosed-location-as-pro-abortion-mobs-descend-on-scotus-homes/
https://www.theepochtimes.com/courts-cant-be-bullied-into-delivering-outcomes-people-demand-clarence-thomas_4451822.html?utm_so
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Only then did Hitler respond in kind. Both were
wrong, but Western Historians treat Churchill as
a hero.

During the bombing campaign later in the war,
Churchill authorized Air Marshall Harris to start
bombing civilian housing areas in all German
cities. Prior to that time, the allies only struck
military and industrial targets, and even then
there was collateral damage to nearby civilians.
But the deliberate targeting of civilians was and
still is a war crime. The killing of hundreds of
thousands of German civilians by the
firebombing of residential areas in Dresden was a
particularly heinous act. Even American pilots
flying the mission objected to their controllers
ordering them to bomb the residential areas, but
their protests were silenced as they were told to
“follow orders.”

Then after the war, General Eisenhower
deliberately denied food, winter clothing and
tents to over 2 million German soldiers who had
made an effort to surrender to the allies rather
than Russia, expecting better treatment. It is all
documented in the excellent book by Canadian
James Bacque, entitled “Other Losses." The
prisoners suffered starvation, disease and death
in those frozen winter camps without any shelter.
That’s a war crime.

Eisenhower also implemented “Operation
Keelhaul” (another of Stalin’s demands which
FDR agreed to) forcibly rounding up everyone
from Slavic countries who had escaped to the
West, and deported them back to Russia where
they were sent to their deaths in Stalin’s work
camps. Some even killed themselves to keep
from having to go back to Russia. Some had
never even been under Soviet control, and they
too were forced into Stalin’s deadly arms.

The British did their share of evil as well. They
betrayed an entire Army of Russians who had

fought against the Bolsheviks, and later fled to
the West when the West cut off military aid to
the White Russian armies in order to help
Bolshevism win. They willingly took up arms
against Stalin, on behalf of Germany during
WWII. But after the war ended, the British
invited the entire army to enter trucks that were
supposed to take them for rest and
rehabilitations. Instead, the British drove them
into Russia lines and turned them over to Stalin’s
forces. None ever survived the work camps they
were sent to. That’s a war crime too.

Only because the West pretends to uphold the
rule of law and humanity does it get to prosecute
for war crimes. But they use the cover of
National Security to keep all their war crimes
hidden. The media is complicit in these coverups
when they discover the truth, which often leaks
out and they still bury the story. But in the end,
we should not defend either the US, NATO,
Russia or China when they commit war crimes.
Neither should conservatives use the crimes of
the Western globalists to excuse the crimes of
Russia or China. Condemn them all equally.

NEWS SHORTS
Dr. Oz Fools Trump into Endorsing Him.
Trump has never been able to detect a Deep State
deception until he is openly betrayed. Here the
WarRoom.org reveals that Dr. Oz is a wolf in
sheep’s clothing. Jack Posobiec, senior editor at
Human Events, talks about Dr. Mehmet Oz as a
fake Republican candidate for the Senate in
Pennsylvania.

“Talk about a wolf in sheep’s clothing! He’s
running around telling people he’s a
conservative… This guy is a liberal. He holds
all the same woke ideals as everyone else in
the liberal elite. He is pantomiming, he is
aping the words of Republican politicians,
but more like a 1980s Republican politician

https://www.ebay.com/p/1530271059?norover=1&mkevt=1&mkrid=711-153677-323661-0&mkcid=2&keyword=books%20&crlp=_&MT_ID=&geo_id=&rl
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… I’ve got his episodes archived. I’ve got the
episode ‘Trans Kids and You’ archived!”

The Hypocrisy of Student Loan Forgiveness:
On “The Rubin Report” Wednesday, BlazeTV
host Dave Rubin reacted to a recent episode of
"The View" where Sen. Elizabeth Warren (D-
Mass.) was confronted about her push for student
loan forgiveness, a proposal that has become
popular among Progressive and Democratic
lawmakers including Sen. Bernie Sanders (I-Vt.),
Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-N.Y.), Rep.
Rashida Tlaib (D–Mich.), and Rep. Ilhan Omar
(D-Minn.).

Lindsey Granger, a conservative guest host
on "The View," stumped Warren with a
simple question about her proposed plan for
mass student loan forgiveness. "What do you
say to someone like me who worked two jobs
for a decade to pay all their student loans —
just finished. Where do I sign up for
reimbursement?" Granger asked.

Warren, of course, had no answer. Instead,
she completely evaded the question by
launching into her usual socialist schtick
about all the poor "folks" who took out loans
only to have "life happen" and blah, blah,
blah.

Ghislaine Maxwell’s Sentence Reduced by 10
Years: Yes, Maxwell was convicted, but this is
how the Deep State steps in to get a judge to
mollify the verdict, as NewsWars reports,

New York Judge Alison Nathan sided with
Maxwell’s defense last week, claiming three
of Maxwell’s five charges related to
conspiracy to commit sex trafficking were
similar and repetitive. “The overarching
conspiracy — which, as the Government
argued and proved at trial, employed a single
‘playbook’ to groom and sexually abuse

underage girls — constitutes a single
conspiracy offense with multiple victims,” the
decision said.

That’s like saying that a person conspiring to
murder 7 people should only be treated as if they
murdered one. Quantity of crime, plus repetitive
intent has always been a factor in sentencing.

Trump Still Pro-Vaccine: I’m sure money is
impressive to someone like Trump, but not to his
base who gave all this a tepid reception.

Former President Trump appeared off
message and out of touch with his base after
introducing the billionaire heir of COVID-19
vaccine maker Johnson & Johnson during a
Pennsylvania rally on Friday. Trump touted
his friendship with Jets owner Woody
Johnson, heir to the Johnson & Johnson
pharmaceutical company, during a “Save
America” rally in Greensburg, Pennsylvania
in support of Senate candidate Dr. Mehmet
Oz, drawing little to no applause from the
audience.

“Woody Johnson. A great gentlemen. You
ever hear of Johnson & Johnson? He owns
the place. I tell you what, this guy’s got cash
like nobody’s got cash,” Trump announced.
[NewsWars.com]

New Words to the song The Impossible Dream:
The woke crowd has demanded new words to
one of the most powerful songs ever written: The
Impossible Dream from Man of La Mancha.

Two of its most memorable lines were changed:
1) “To love pure and chaste from afar” is now
“To be better far than you are.”
2) “To march into Hell for a Heavenly cause” is
now “to die so that honor and justice will live.”

https://www.theblaze.com/shows/the-rubin-report/elizabeth-warren-the-view
https://www.newswars.com/federal-judge-reduces-ghislaine-maxwells-max-prison-sentence-by-10-years/
https://www.newswars.com/out-of-touch-maga-crowd-unimpressed-as-trump-touts-friendship-with-johnson-johnson-heir-at-rally/
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As my sister said, “they have to remove all
semblance of morality and religion from this
world.”

Fox News Censoring Election Fraud
Documentary: Fox News was complicit in
covering for the election fraud taking place on
election night in November 2020. Now, they are
complicit in covering up for the proof that there
was fraud, as the Gateway Pundit reveals:

FOX News joined the mainstream liberal
media cabal and boycotted coverage of the
“2000 Mules” documentary on the nation-
wide ballot trafficking conspiracy to steal the
2020 presidential election.

To his credit, Tucker Carlson did invite True
the Vote’s Catherine Engelbrecht on his top-
rated program the day after the premiere of
the movie at Mar-a-Lago. But besides
Tucker’s segment, the channel has kept any
mention of the historic documentary off of its
airwaves.

On Saturday night election intelligence
investigator Gregg Phillips told the audience
at the “2000 Mules” virtual premier that
FOX’s lawyers are keeping the film off of the
channel.

Only Tucker has the clout with Fox to buck the
trend. But even he has to avoid talking about
conspiracy directly.

Biden Names Another Radical to
Disinformation Board:

Joe Biden’s new Orwellian “Disinformation
Governance Board” has
appointed a radical George Soros
operative as its co-chair. The
Ministry of Truth’s new Principal
Deputy General Counsel Jennifer

Daskal has deep ties to the
Hungarian billionaire globalist.
First, Daskal served as a fellow of
Soros’ Open Society Foundation
(OSF), where she was tasked with
“working on issues related to
privacy and law enforcement
access to data across borders.”

Daskal also worked as senior
counterterrorism counsel for anti-free speech
organization Human Rights Watch, which
received over $32 million from Soros
between 2000 and 2014. Human Rights
Watch recently condemned Tesla CEO Elon
Musk’s acquisition of Twitter over his aim to
make the social media platform a haven for
free speech. [Slay News]

PREPAREDNESS TIP: GOATS FOR THE
HOMESTEAD by Andrew Skousen
Goats have become a popular addition for small
farms and homesteads, and for good reason. Next
to chickens and rabbits, goats are some of the
easiest animals to raise on small acreage with or
without other animals. Goats are very social with
each other and friendly to people. If you raise
one by hand it can be kept as a pet. On the farm
they are usually raised for milk, meat, and (to a
lesser extent) leather and goat hair (such as
Cashmere and Angora goats).

Goats are raised for most of the same purposes as
cows, but being smaller, they are easier to handle
and require as little as one-fifth the acreage as a
cow. When power for refrigeration and freezers
are hard to come by, it is nice to only process 40-
100 pounds of meat at a time from a goat, instead
of hundreds of pounds from a cow. In the same
way, if a goat dies or is killed by predators it is a
small loss compared to a cow. Both goats and
cows are herd animals and are much happier
when there are at least two of them. An acre of
land, even well managed would be difficult to

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/05/investigator-gregg-phillips-foxs-lawyers-keeping-2000-mules-off-channel-video/
https://slaynews.com/news/biden-george-soros-operative-disinformation-board-co-chair/
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keep even one cow on, but would easily support
2 or 3 goats.

If you have a herd of cows on several acres it
also makes sense to get some goats because they
prefer different plants and thus make more
complete use of the forage. Goats are famous for
eating everything, but they are actually quite
choosy—preferring to browse on bushes and
saplings first and then grazing lush-looking grass
and clover only as a second choice. You can
often raise a few goats with several cows on the
same pasture and they are essentially free.

Goat meat is a staple around the world and the
principle reason for raising goats. Even among
milk goats every other baby goat (a “kid”) will
be a male whose main value is for meat.
Slaughter is relatively easy and comparable to
processing a deer. Goat meat is sweet like veal or
lamb, but also lean so it cooks best low and slow,
preferably braised in a small amount of liquid
such as in a stew. Goat meat is valued in recipes
from around the world such as spicy Barria stew
in Latin America to curried goat in Indonesia to
kebabs in the Middle East. If you can, start
raising your preferred domestic animals now so
you can learn how to raise, process and cook
with it while you can still easily find recipe
books and stock up on any spices that really
make it delicious.

Goat milk only makes up 2% of all the animal
milk produced around the world, but it is said to
be consumed by more than half the world’s
population. This discrepancy is likely because so
many people in poor areas of the world can only
afford to keep goats. Milk goats only produce a
quart or two of milk per milking, which is small
compared to the gallon or two you get from a
cow, but even a few quarts of milk is enough for
a small family if used sparingly.

Compared to cow milk, goat milk is higher in fat
content and has less lactose along with a varied
nutrient profile that is generally easier to digest.
People who are lactose intolerant can often
tolerate drinking goat milk. Some people are
more sensitive to the taste of goat milk which can
have a musky flavor, especially as it ages, but
most people can not distinguish between cow and
goat milk when it is very fresh.

Cheese: Goat milk is famous for the cheese
products it makes. Part of the reason goat milk is
more digestible is because its fat molecules are
smaller and stay naturally dispersed in the
milk—meaning it is naturally homogenized. That
means you cannot skim the cream without a
cream separator—which is why you rarely see
goat butter. Goat milk still makes excellent
yogurt, kefir, ice cream and many rich cheese
products. It is especially popular for making soft
cheeses like chevre and feta. Soft cheeses are
surprisingly easy to make yourself.

Depending on the goat breed and how you
manage their milking, a goat will give milk for 5
to 10 months after bearing a kid. Each time a
milking animal gives birth and starts producing
milk it is “refreshed.” With a gestation period of
just 5 months, many people plan to refresh their
goats twice per year, but strong milking varieties
of goats like the Saanens can be bred just once
per year and give milk for a solid 10 months.
Goats survive everywhere from high tundra
mountain slopes down to dry, desert areas of
Africa. Look for a breed of goat that will thrive
in your climate, preferably for both milk and
meat, such as the Nubian breed.

Breeding goats requires a male or buck (females
are called does). In rural areas, you might find
other goat breeders who will lend out their buck
to you for a month, or allow you to bring your
does over to them. Otherwise small herds will
find it cheaper to look at artificial insemination

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Milk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Milk
https://www.thegoatspot.net/threads/goat-milk-vs-cow-milk.220324/
https://backyardgoats.iamcountryside.com/home-dairy/7-easy-recipes-for-making-goat-cheese/
https://backyardgoats.iamcountryside.com/home-dairy/7-easy-recipes-for-making-goat-cheese/
https://thefreerangelife.com/ultimate-guide-goat-breeds/
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(AI) options rather than feed a buck for a whole
year. In hard times you will want to have a buck
or know a neighbor with one. Bucks have a
mating season in the fall, called “the rut” which
naturally encourages spring babies. During this
period a male attracts females by becoming very
loud and smelly. Occasionally a male can also
become aggressive during this time—but most
bucks who are kept for breeding are singled out
because of their gentle natures. Most online
communities recommend against trying to keep a
buck if you live with close neighbors because of
the smell and noise during that part of the year.

Goats are infamous for getting through fences.
They are natural climbers and love sticking their
heads into places and then pushing to get
through. They can jump over low fences but are
also willing to crawl and sneak under or around
weak points. Gates must have a lock. A 4 foot
tall fence is usually enough, but the best
enclosures are a combination of woven wire
fencing and an electrified line to keep them from
pushing against it. Bucks require solid fencing to
keep them apart from females when the latter go
into heat.

When hard times hit, medium-sized animals like
goats will prove themselves extra valuable
because of their natural ability to survive on even
sparsely vegetated areas and still produce milk
and meat. But you won’t be able to just go out
and pick up a buck and few does at those times,
so consider how to incorporate animals like this
into your life now and prepare to keep them safe
and locked up at night so they don’t start
disappearing when others realize how valuable
these medium-sized foragers really are. [END]

https://anniesgoathill.com/tag/male-goats-in-rut/

